Abstract-We present algorithms for computing the probablity density function of the sum of two independent discrete random variables, along with an implementation of the algorithm in a computer algebra system. Some examples illustrate the utility of this algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
An important operation in probability theory is to calculate the distribution of the sum (convolution) of two independent random variables X and Y . Applications of convolutions appear in many areas of mathematics, probability theory, physics, and engineering. Most texts devote the majority of their attention to convolutions of continuous random variables, rather than discrete random variables. We focus here on the case in which X and Y are discrete random variables with integer-valued supports.
There are several approaches for computing the probability density function (PDF) If one wants to sum more than two iid random variables, then, the distribution function for Z can be determined by induction [2, p. 286] . Let Z n = X 1 + X 2 + · · · + X n be the sum of n independent random variables with common PDF f X (x) defined on the integers. Then, the PDF of Z 1 is f X (x). We can write
for i = 2, 3, . . . , n. Thus, since we know the distribution of X i is f X (x), for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we can find the distribution function of Z n by induction. When summing more than two iid random variables, our procedure ConvolutionIID (see Examples 7 and 10 in Section 5) uses this inductive process to compute the PDF of the convolution. For example, let X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 have PDFs f X (x) = 1/6 for x = 1, 2, . . . , 6. If Z 2 = X 1 + X 2 , then the PDF f Z2 (z) is The probabilities for the other support values are computed similarly. Because of the tedious calculations needed to compute the PDF of Z by the discrete convolution formula, we'll compute it fully in the next example using moment generating functions (MGFs).
Unlike the discrete convolution formula, the algorithm to be presented in this paper avoids all of the zero term computations in the construction of the PDF of Z. Also, another way to compute the PDF of Z, while avoiding the numerous zero terms, is to use the moment generating function technique.
Example 3. Suppose X and Y are the discrete random variables defined in Example 2 and Z = X + Y . Find the PDF of Z using the moment generating function technique [3] .
Solution. Since X and Y are independent, the MGF of Z is In complicated examples, especially those involving continuous random variables, using the moment generating function technique to obtain convolution functions can be more efficient than direct summation or integration. Along the same lines as the moment generating function technique, the probability generating function technique can be used for determining the PDF of the convolution of discrete random variables with nonnegative integer-valued supports. Unfortunately, the implementation of these techniques in a computer algebra system (Maple) has drawbacks when the supports of the random variables X and/or Y are not integervalued. These implementation issues are discussed in Section 4.
M Z (t) = E e t(X+Y )
Besides the integration/summation and generating function methods already described, the characteristic functions of independent random variables can be used to compute convolutions [4, p. 395] . In order to use this method, though, one must know the inversion formula of the PDF of a random variable in terms of its characteristic function. The complexity of the inversion makes this method unappealing for complicated or arbitrary distributions.
The purpose of this paper is to present an algorithm for determining the distributions of convolutions of discrete random variables, especially those with finite arbitrary supports. Like the algorithm presented in [5] , our algorithm handles well-known distributions, such as the binomial and Poisson. But, our algorithm was primarily written for arbitrary distributions with moderate cardinality of their support. Computer algebra systems make it feasible to determine the distributions of convolutions for these types of distributions. Section 2 describes the algorithm for determining the PDF of the convolution of discrete random variables. The algorithm that was constructed to compute this convolution appears in Section 3. Implementation issues that arose when the algorithm was coded in a computer algebra system are given in Section 4. Section 5 provides a collection of examples that can be solved with the convolution algorithm.
CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT
One way to compute the PDF of the convolution of the PDFs of two independent discrete random variables is by what we call the "brute force method". Let X have support x 1 One algorithm we employ to sort the array s is insertion sort [6, p. 254-255] . When n · m is small, the simplicity of insertion sort makes it an appropriate choice. The general strategy of insertion sort is to partition the array s into two regions: sorted and unsorted. Initially, the entire array s is considered unsorted, as already discussed. At each step, insertion sort takes the first value in the unsorted region and places it in its correct position in the sorted region. The entire array s will be sorted after the final element in the n · m array position is inserted.
Unfortunately, for random variables X and Y with larger support sizes n and m, such as, n = m = 10, insertion sort becomes inefficient. Since insertion sort is an O(N 2 ) algorithm, where N = n · m in our setting, it is not an appropriate method for sorting lists containing more than a hundred or so elements. For this reason, another sorting algorithm, heapsort [6, p. 260-262] , is used to sort larger arrays. Heapsort uses a heap, which is a binary tree with special properties, to sort the array s. Heapsort is an O(N · log(N )) algorithm [7, p. 430] .
Heapsort builds the array s as a maximum heap data structure. It then swaps the maximum element (the root) of the heap with the element in the last array position s n·m . The heap is rebuilt with the remaining unsorted elements in array positions s 1 through s n·m−1 . Then, the maximum element of the new heap is swapped with the element in the second to last position of the array s, which is position s n·m−1 . Now, the last two positions in s are sorted in ascending order. The heap structure is again restored with the remaining unsorted elements in array positions s 1 through s n·m−2 . This swap and rebuild process repeats itself until all elements are removed from the unsorted region of the heap and placed in ascending order from the front to the back of the heap. Heapsort proved more efficient than insertion sort for large values of N . The respective CPU times for a given example using insertion sort and heapsort are provided in Section 4 for comparison. 
Shellsort
Although in theory this is an ideal method, Maple recognizes that expressions, such as (1/3)e
3.1t
+(1/6)e 2.5t + (1/2)e 5.4t , are not truly polynomials and will incorrectly sort expressions with noninteger valued constants in the exponents. Since the MGF M Z (t) may not always have integer constants for exponents, the moment generating function technique for computing convolutions is only reasonable to use for integer supports. Using probability generating functions to compute the PDF of a convolution of random variables results in the same complications. Further implementation issues faced by moment and probability generating functions are discussed in Section 4.
As suggested by [8] , the sum array s can be constructed in such a way that the next largest sum element is placed in s as it is being built. Instead of constructing the array s first and then sorting it, our algorithm constructs s by sequentially appending the next ordered element. We refer to this method as the "moving heap method", and it involves building, deleting, and inserting sums into a minimum heap data structure. A minimum heap contains its smallest element in the root, rather than its largest as in a maximum heap.
The idea behind this sorting algorithm is the construction of a two-dimensional "conceptual" array A. The array A is not instantiated to save on memory, but is helpful in explaining the nature of the algorithm. The array A has m + 1 rows and n + 1 columns. The array A, illustrated in Example 4, is displayed in an unusual manner in order to resemble the axes in the Cartesian coordinate system. Without loss of generality, we assume that the supports of X and Y are arranged in increasing order; i.e., x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n and y 1 < y 2 < · · · < y m . The array cell (i, j) contains the sum A i,j = y i + x j , for i = 1, 2, . . . , m and j = 1, 2, . . . , n. The cells in row m + 1 of A hold a 0 or 1, for each column j = 1, 2, . . . , n to indicate whether the cell in column j is "active", which means its entry is in the minimum heap. Thus, A m+1,j = 0 or 1, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Likewise, the cells in column n + 1 of A also hold a 0 or 1, for each row i = 1, 2, . . . , m to indicate whether the cell in row i is "active"; i.e., A i,n+1 = 0 or 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , m. The (m + 1, n + 1) cell is not used in the algorithm. Example 4 illustrates what is meant by an "active" cell.
Since x j < x j+1 , for j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 and y i < y i+1 , for i = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1, the entry in cell (i, j) is always guaranteed to be less than both the entries in cells (i + 1, j) and (i, j + 1); i.e., A i,j < A i+1,j and A i,j < A i,j+1 . This result, along with other properties of the array A proven in Appendix 1, allow the algorithm to move the smallest number of candidate entries for the next largest sum from the array A to the minimum heap. Thus, this algorithm moves from the southwest cell to the northeast cell of the array A placing the next largest sum into s after first placing the competing sums into a minimum heap.
Since this process and its intricacies are best explained by an example, we'll reintroduce X and Y , the random variables from Example 2.
Example 4. Let X and Y have PDFs:
Use the "moving heap method" to determine the PDF of Z = X + Y . As in the brute force method, let the one-dimensional array s of length n · m hold the sums of the supports of the random variables X and Y . The corresponding probabilities for each of these sums will again be stored in the one-dimensional array called Probs, also of length n · m. Clearly, the first (smallest) sum to be placed in the first position of array s is A 1,1 . Accordingly, Since cell (1, 2) in A is now active, reset A 1,6 = 1 and set A 5,2 = 1. Similarly, since cell (2, 1) is active, set A 2,6 = 1 and reset A 5,1 = 1. The purpose of these ones and zeros along the boundary of the A array is to assure that there is no more than one active cell in each row and column. tree that is completely filled with the possible exception of the bottom level, which is filled from left to right. Figure 3 contains illustrations of structures which are and are not complete binary trees. Each node of the tree has one parent, except the root of the tree, which has no parent. In a minimum heap, the smallest element of the heap is contained in its root. In the upper right tree in Figure 3 , a is the root of the tree. Nodes b and c are a's children, where b is the left child and c is the right child . (According to the definition of a complete binary tree, when a node above the bottom level of the tree has only one child, it must be a left child.) Node b is the parent to nodes d and e. The height of a tree is the number of nodes from the root to a node at the bottom level of the tree. For example, the heights of the top trees in Figure 3 are three, three, and four, respectively. A complete binary tree of height h has between 2 h and 2 h+1 − 1 nodes [7, p. 496 ].
Thus, a minimum heap is a complete binary tree with the special ordering property that each parent node contains a value less than or equal to the values in its childrens' nodes. Because of this ordering property, the smallest value in a minimum heap will always be at the root.
The binary heap H formed with the values A 1,2 and A 2,1 is in Figure 4 . The next sum to be entered into s in position s 2 is the root of the heap. Since A 1,2 = −3 is the root, it is removed from the heap H and placed in s 2 , while its corresponding probability is placed in Probs 2 . Because the entry A 1,2 is removed from the array A, reset A 1,6 = 0 and A 5,2 = 0 to indicate that row one and column two no longer contain an active cell. After these changes, array A is displayed in Figure 5 . After setting cell (1, 2) to inactive, the two cells that may enter into the array A (if the corresponding row and column do not already contain an active cell) are cells (3, 1) and (2, 2). Since row two contains an active cell, then, entry A 2,2 is not activated since its sum is greater than A 2,1 . However, cell (1, 3) does become active, and its entry is A 1,3 = y 1 + x 3 = 0. Hence, A 1,6 = 1 and A 5,3 = 1. After these changes, array A is displayed in Figure 6 .
The entry A 1,3 is inserted into the heap H, and the heap is rebuilt to fulfill its ordering property. After the addition of A 1,3 , the heap H is displayed in Figure 7 . The minimum element, A 2,1 , is removed from the root of the heap and placed in the sum array s in position s 3 . Its corresponding probability is placed in Probs 3 . Figure 9 . Entries A 2,2 and A 3,1 are inserted into the heap H, and H is again rebuilt. Its structure is displayed in Figure 10 .
Moving ahead to the seventeenth pass through the construction of the array A, its appearance is displayed in Figure 11 . which are the same arrays encountered by using the moment generating function technique. The redundancies are removed from s and the appropriate probabilities are combined in Probs to complete the algorithm. (This could have been embedded into the iterative steps of the algorithm to save memory.) Thus, the PDF of Z = X + Y is the same as determined in Example 3.
ALGORITHM
The algorithm for the procedure Convolution(X, Y) returns the PDF of the convolution of the PDFs of the random variables X and Y . A brief description of the algorithm for discrete random variables follows.
If X and Y are discrete, their supports, finite or infinite, dictate which of the methods described in Section 2 is used to compute the convolution. The convolution of the PDFs of X and Y with 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 finite support is computed either using the BruteForceMethod or MovingHeapMethod procedures, whose algorithms appear in Appendices 2 and 3, respectively. The PDF of the convolution of Z is stored in a list-of-sublists format. The list of elements f (z 1 ), f(z 2 ), . . . , f(z n·m ) are the probability values of Z, while z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n·m are its support values. The one-dimensional array s is created to contain the unique sums extracted from the array A. Similarly, the one-dimensional array Probs is created to hold the probability values corresponding to the sums in s.
The zeros (if any) at the end of the Probs array do not represent probability values; they correspond to the zeros in the Probs array that are not support values. These extra zeros indicate that there are redundant values in the support of Z. The nonzero probability values are removed from Probs and placed in the array FinalProbs. The support values that correspond to the removed probability values are removed and placed in the array FinalSupport.
If the supports of the random variables X and Y are infinite, either the discrete convolution formula is used to compute the convolution or the APPL ("A Probability Programming Language" that is discussed in the next section) procedure MGF is used to determine the MGF of the product of X and Y .
If either X or Y has infinite support, while the other has finite support, the product of their MGFs is returned. If both X and Y have infinite support and the discrete convolution formula formed with their PDFs results in an intractable sum, then the product of their MGFs is returned. Otherwise, the discrete convolution formula is used to determine the convolution of their PDFs.
Unless the MGF for Z or the PDF of the convolution for X and Y (with n = 1 and m = 1) has already been returned, the PDF f Z (z) is returned. If X and Y are continuous
[Create the sums array s] Dimension P robs [n · m] [Create the probability array P robs]
F inalP robs] Else if (X or Y has infinite support or
X and Y have infinite support with intractable discrete convolution sum)
print("ERROR: X and Y must both be continuous or discrete") return return(f Z (z))
IMPLEMENTATION
The algorithm for the Convolution procedure has been implemented in Maple. This Maple procedure is one of over 30 procedures included in a probability package developed to automate the naming, processing, and applications of random variables. The software package is referred to as "A Probability Programming Language" (APPL) and is described in [9] . Several other APPL procedures, such as Mean, Variance, and PDF, will also be used in this paper.
The data structure used to represent the distribution of a random variable is a "list of three sublists." The first sublist contains the PDF, CDF, SF, HF, CHF, or IDF of the distribution. For explanation purposes, we will assume it contains the PDF. The function in the first sublist can either be written symbolically as a function, Last, the third sublist contains two strings. The first string, which is either "Continuous" or "Discrete", indicates whether the random variable is continuous or discrete. The second string is "PDF", "CDF", "SF", "HF", "CHF", or "IDF", which indicates the type of function in the first sublist.
One piece of the algorithm for the Convolution procedure involves computing every possible sum between the support of the random variables X and Y . At the same time, the probabilities for those sums are calculated. This is called the "brute force method". The list of sums are ordered and redundancies combined. The corresponding probability values are repositioned to match their corresponding sums. One important reason for sorting the sums is that all other APPL procedures assume that discrete distributions, written in their list-of-sublists form, have supports listed in increasing order without repeated values. To be consistent with the APPL language and textbooks, the sums are sorted. Also, placing the values of the support into a list in sorted order means that tied y i + x j values can be combined dynamically as the algorithm proceeds.
The first sorting method used to sort the list of sums was insertion sort. It was chosen because of its straightforward code and efficiency in computing convolutions when the support sizes of the random variables are small. Unfortunately, as the supports of random variables grow larger (e.g., random variables with 50 random numbers chosen on the interval (−1, 1) as a support), the time used to compute the PDF of the convolution becomes unreasonably large. A faster sorting method for larger list sizes is heapsort. Heapsort is employed in the Convolution procedure for sorting the list of sums created by the "brute force method".
Maple uses Shellsort to sort polynomials. In order to use the Shellsort procedure in Maple, the MGFs of X and Y need to be computed. The product of the MGFs of X and Y is an expression composed of exponential terms e kt , where k ∈ R, t > 0. Letting u = e t , the MGF of the product can be rewritten as a polynomial-type expression. For example, if u = e t , then, M Z (t) = (1/3)e 3t + (1/6)e 2t + (1/2)e 5t can be rewritten M Z (t) = (1/3)u 3 + (1/6)u 2 + (1/2)u 5 . The Shellsort procedure sorts the polynomial-like expression, and the PDF of the convolution of X and Y is retrieved from this expression. Instead of MGFs, probability generating functions (PGFs) can be used in the process. MGFs were chosen over PGFs since PGFs can only be formed when the discrete distribution has nonnegative integer support.
The method of computing convolutions via their MGFs was abandoned after realizing that
Maple can only sort "true" polynomial expressions in which variables are raised to nonnegative integer powers. Thus using MGFs would be too restrictive for a Maple implementation. Maple is unable to sort an expression that has nonintegers in the powers of the polynomial terms. For example, Maple cannot sort the expression 1/3 (e t ) 3/2 + 1/6 (e t ) 1/2 + 1/2 (e t ) 5.5 . Since the Convolution procedure was intended to be used on arbitrary distributions, which could indeed have negative, non-integer supports, the MGF method was removed from the procedure Convolution.
The extra time involved in checking for appropriate values also affected the algorithm's efficiency.
Unfortunately, for random variables with large finite support sizes, heapsort was also inefficient. Nicol [8] suggested constructing a heap dynamically and sorting the list of sums sequentially, instead of waiting until the list of sums is built and then sorting it. The heap will always contain min{m, n} or fewer entries. After constructing the algorithm for this method, which is called MovingHeapMethod, the Convolution procedure was tested on random variables with large supports by using the BruteForceMethod with insertion sort, the BruteForceMethod with heapsort, and the MovingHeapMethod. A brief comparison analysis of the three methods suggested that MovingHeapMethod yielded the best times for computing convolution of random variables with large supports. Test cases of random variables with increasing support sizes were performed to confirm this assumption.
The test involved generating random numbers between −1 and 1 and making them the support values for the random variables X and Y . The supports of the random numbers were sorted and placed into the second sublist in the list-of-sublists format for the random variables to conform to the system of the APPL language. The probabilities, which had no effect on the efficiency of the different algorithms, were assigned to be equally-likely for all support values; i.e., if X's support consisted of 50 values, then each support value's probability was 1/50. The times for determining the PDF of the convolution of random variables of increasing support sizes using a 266 MHz Pentium II personal computer appears in Table 1 .
When either one or both random variables' supports are infinite, either the convolution of their PDFs is computed via the discrete convolution formula or the MGF of their product is determined. If one of the random variables has infinite support, while the other has finite support, the MGF of their product is returned. At this time, APPL does not contain a procedure to convert the MGF of a random variable to its PDF form. In future work, this recognition process may become an APPL procedure.
Two random variables with infinite support does not guarantee that the PDF of their convolution can be determined by the discrete convolution formula. Only tractable summations, such as the convolution formula for two Poisson random variables as in Example 1, can be computed. This means that instead of determining the PDF for the convolution of the PDFs of some random variables, such as a Poisson with parameter λ = 5 and a geometric with parameter p = 0.3, the Convolution procedure only computes the product of their MGFs. 
EXAMPLES
The following examples use the algorithm described in Section 3 to determine the PDF of the convolution of independent random variables. Examples for a variety of random variables are provided to illustrate the utility of the algorithm. Returning first to Examples 1-4 introduced in Section 1 of this paper, we can use the Convolution procedure to determine their solutions. 
Using the Maple simplify procedure, the resulting PDF after simplification is
which is easy to recognize in its standard form as
We are fortunate in this example that Maple can compute the PDF by the discrete convolution formula by simplifying the sum
Unfortunately, Maple can only simplify certain expressions, so, in some instances, we cannot compute the PDF by the discrete convolution formula.
Examples 2-4 Revisited. X and Y are independent discrete random variables with PDFs defined as: 
Example 6
Let X 1 and X 2 be observations of a random sample of size n = 2 from a distribution with PDF f (x) = (x/6), x = 1, 2, 3. Find the PDF of Y = X 1 + X 2 , and determine the mean and variance of the sum [11, p. 297] .
Solution. The PGF of X 1 and X 2 is 
In APPL, the mean and variance of Y are computed with the statements,
in APPL) with parameter 1/6. The procedure ConvolutionIID(X, n) computes the PDF of the convolution of n iid random variables X. This procedure contains a Maple "for loop" which calls Convolution n times. > X := DiscreteUniformRV(1 / 6); > Z := ConvolutionIID(X, 4); > PDF (Z, 14) ; The APPL procedure PDF computes the probability that Z is 14, which is 73/648. Examples 8-10 are from the article "Getting Normal Probability Approximations without Using Normal Tables" by Thompson [12] . His paper discusses an alternate approach to approximating probabilities involving sums of discrete random variables using the PDF for the normal distribution. He lets S denote the sum of n independent discrete random variables, and assumes that S assumes consecutive integer values. Letting µ = E(S) and σ 2 = Var(S), he argues that for sufficiently large values of n, S is approximately normally distributed. Using the standard continuity correction, he gets
Calculating a midpoint approximation using a single subinterval, the normal PDF approximation is obtained, which is
Instead of settling for approximations of the probabilities, we will show how APPL procedures, including Convolution, can retrieve exact solutions, while still giving the same insight into the problem. Table 2 contains the exact probabilities found with APPL and the normal PDF approximations for s = 2, 3, . . . , 10.
Example 9
There are 20 girls and 30 boys in Group 1, 25 girls and 25 boys in Group 2, and 10 girls and 10 boys in Group 3. If 10 children are randomly chosen from each group and S denotes the total number of girls chosen, give an exact probability 
Solution
Let X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 be the three independent hypergeometric random variables, and let S = Table 3 .
In the next example, APPL is able to find the convolution of a large number (150) of random variables. While not impossible, computing the actual distribution by hand is tremendously tedious and time-consuming. which is approximately 0.03518. 
FURTHER WORK
Computer algebra systems make it feasible to determine distributions of convolutions of random variables, especially those random variables with finite arbitrary supports. The algorithm that was constructed (with heaps) to compute the PDF of the convolution was extended to determine the PDF of the product also. Because of negative and positive support values for random variables X and Y , the product algorithm must split the array A into four quadrants before heaping. The quadrants are split based on X's and Y 's negative and nonnegative support values. Figure 12 illustrates the evolution of the algorithm in the most general case when both X and Y have negative and positive support values. The product algorithm works from the corners of quadrants two and four toward the center where the quadrants meet, and then, works outward from the center through quadrants one and three. For the product algorithm, the heap can receive values from two competing quadrants at a time. The function Product has been implemented and is a part of APPL. The algorithm for the continuous implementation of Product is presented in [13] . Proof. For any cell in C, every cell to the southwest of C is also in C, since x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n and y 1 < y 2 < · · · < y m . Thus, C must be a finite union of rectangles in A, where each rectangle contains the (1, 1) cell. The next cell to be included in C as c increases is the smallest element in C . Since C will continue to be a finite union of rectangles when the next cell is added, the smallest element in C must occur at intersections of the rectangles and the western and southern boundaries of A that occur on P .
As an example, Figure 14 displays the array A for Example 2 with c = 3.
APPENDIX 2

ALGORITHM FOR BRUTEFORCEMETHOD
The algorithm for the APPL procedure BruteForceMethod(X, Y) computes the PDF of the convolution of the PDFs of the two random variables X and Y by the "brute force method" described in Section 2. The support list for the convolution is sorted by a heapsort in the APPL procedure HeapSort, which sorts the elements of its first argument, making corresponding swaps to the elements of its second argument. 
APPENDIX 3
ALGORITHM FOR MOVINGHEAPMETHOD
The algorithm for the APPL procedure MovingHeapMethod(X, Y) computes the PDF of the convolution of two random variables X and Y by the "moving heap method" described in Section 2. The additional APPL procedures PercolateDownHeap, RebuildHeap, and InsertHeap are standard heap programs for inserting and restructuring a heap so that it continues to fulfill the properties of a heap. 
